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ABSTRACT

Patient Appointment and Scheduling System (PAS) is a system that use to arrange the appointment between patient and doctor. Through this sytem, the patient doesn’t need to come to hospital’s counter to make the appointment. They only need to send a sms to this system and the system will send back a sms whether the appointment is acceptable or not. Besides that, staff or nurse also can make appointment with the patient that walk in to the hospital’s counter. PAS will be develop based on Object-Oriented methodology with language JAVA and the database using is hypersonic SQL (HSQLDB).
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

The Patient Appointment and Scheduling System (PAS) are used by the nurse or staff and patient. This system can be view by the patient to set their appointment through homepage and SMS technology. The main objective of this system is to ease the patient to make an appointment with queue long time at clinic. They can easily make their appointment at home or other place with internet access or hand phone. Nurses also can use this system at clinic by make an appointment for the patient that come to counter. The patient also can cancel the appointment by homepage or using SMS.
1.2 Problem Statement

The main problem that patients meet when making an appointment are:

i. Time consuming to make an appointment
   For current time, patients need to wait for a long queue at clinic to make an appointment to get doctor's consultation. It is wasting patient's time and sometimes can't make the appointment or the date of appointment is quite long time.

ii. Lack of efficiency to make an appointment
    For the current system, patients only can get consultation from doctors after they make appointment at the counter clinic. Sometime, they need to travel far away for making an appointment only.

iii. The quota of appointment may full
     The patient might unable to get doctor consultation from doctor because the quota for appointment is limited although they come from far place.

iv. Cannot make appointment with the specific doctor
    The patient cannot get the consultation from the same doctor who they meet before. They don't know whether the particular doctor is free or not.

v. Lack of effectively to make an appointment
   For current time, the staff or nurse still using manual system that is by using pen and paper to make an appointment. These works are burden for them.
1.3 Objective

The objectives for this system are as follows

i. Replace the current system

This PAS will replace the current manual system which only using pen and paper to do the scheduling for appointment in front of counter. Sometime, the slip of appointment that gives to patient will miss. This make burden for the nurse or staff to find the schedule or appointment that already made.

ii. Ease the management of clinic regarding the appointment and scheduling

The flow of making an appointment will become easier after using this PAS. The patient will easily know when or which doctors are available by simply click a few button only.

iii. Enable patients diagnose by doctor in short time.

Through PAS, the patients are able to get consultation from the doctor in short time. They no need to waste time in making appointment but they can’t diagnose by the doctor in short time. The patients need to wait a few days after making an appointment.

iv. To ease the appointment in receive the sms or request through homepage.

The patients are able to send request through sms, homepage and walk in to make an appointment. This will reduce patient’s burden become there are many type of method to make an appointment. By the way, this also can save patient’s time.
1.4 Scope

1.4.1 Modules

i. Maintain Resources

This module is to manage or maintain the resources of the clinic that is the doctor in charge, assign ward, date working and others.

ii. Maintain Schedule

This module is to handle appointments for patient. Patient can select the available timeslot of particular doctor in the hospital to make appointment reservation.

iii. Make Appointment

This module is to make the appointment by the patient through homepage and walk-in. The nurse or staffs are also available to do this function after login to the system.

iv. Cancel Appointment

This module is to cancel the appointments that are already made.

v. SMS Appointment

This module is to ease the patient to do an appointment through sms. The patient doesn’t need to walk into clinic from far place to make an appointment. They just need to send a simple message and the staff in charge will arrange the appointment for them.
1.4.2 Target User

The target users for PAS are as follows:

i. Nurse

ii. Patient

1.5 Project significance

From this Patient Appointment and Scheduling System (PAS), nurse and staff can reduce their burden by managing the schedule and appointment by using pen and paper. The systems are also able to avoid long queue by patients at counter hospital.

By developing PAS, patient can easily make an appointment through three different methods that are by homepage website, SMS and also walk-in to counter. This might reduce patient’s time because they can avoid long queue in front of the counter hospital. Patient can check and select the specific or available doctor through this system and make appointment.

1.6 Expected Output

The expected output from developing this system is to ease the process of making appointment whether from nurse or staffs and patients. Hopefully both of the users can gain benefit from this system. The documentation will be produced together with the system.
1.7 Conclusion

In general, Chapter 1 briefly describe the introduction overview which includes of background, problem statements, objective, scope, significance of study and expected output of Patient Appointment and Scheduling System (PAS).

The following chapter will be discussing based on project methodology that used to develop the system. The milestones for develop the system will also be done by following of software requirement and hardware requirement. Some analyses need to do such as literature review and some current existing system.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, literature review will be discussing based on current and past research relate to the Patient Appointment System such as Google Calendar, Microsoft Outlook and other Patient Appointment System.

The main objective for conducted the literature review is to find the best solution and approach in developing an appointment system. The literature review will be referring to some research paper, article and also thesis papers.

The project methodology also will be discussing through this chapter. Project methodology will cover the details explanation of methodology that is being used to make this project complete and function well. The method that used is to achieve the objective of the particular project that accomplishes us a perfect result.